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Abstract

The effect of extensional flow on apparent shear viscosity has never previously been directly measured nor is it often considered. Here, for
the first time, through using a novel flow configuration (two-phase shear response under extensional flow), we have directly measured the
effect extensional flow has on the apparent shear viscosity of a viscoelastic polymer solution in a controlled and kinematically mixed manner.
We show, via a control transient shear experiment, that the apparent shear viscosity of the solution under mixed deformation depends not
only on the shear rate but also on the extension rate and their relative direction: shear thinning being enhanced by parallel and reduced by per-
pendicular extensional flow, respectively. A 62% reduction in apparent viscosity with parallel extension was seen in this work. We then test
the ability of the commonly used Giesekus and Carreau–Yasuda (incorporating generalized shear rate) models to predict the effect of exten-
sion rate on apparent shear viscosity against our data. The Giesekus model was found to predict the correct qualitative behavior under both
parallel and perpendicular extensional flow, and depending on the fitting parameters, also provided a loosely quantitative agreement.
Conversely, the generalized shear rate description does not capture the qualitative behavior, with the most significant errors occurring for per-
pendicular extension (i.e., expansion) flows. This work emphasizes the rarely noted shortcomings of the latter approach when used for experi-
mental analysis and engineering design when extensional flows are additionally present. © 2022 Author(s). All article content, except
where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1122/8.0000380

I. INTRODUCTION

The shear rheology of a material is perhaps the most
prominent and considered factor in understanding flow
behavior. Shear rheology is, by definition, studied under a
pure shear flow, a process which provides shear viscosity
data, η, as a function of the shear rate, _γ, typically under
steady-state conditions. However, real-world flows may also
be kinematically mixed where, along with a shear compo-
nent, they are also subjected to an extensional deformation.
This may be brought about, for example, by channel contrac-
tions or expansions. Such flows are incredibly important to
industry, the traditional example being polymer extrusion
[1–3]—not only for fabrication reasons but also because of
the dramatic improvements in mechanical properties it
enables [4]. Despite this, we do not yet fully understand

these complex flows and the need to do so is as current as
ever. This work provides a new insight into shear stress
response under mixed flows, and this study is especially per-
tinent to the following applications:

• Process design for and extensional flow processing of
highly anisotropic materials such as graphene fibers (a
liquid crystal in solution, cf. discussion later) into next
generation high performance materials [5, 6].

• Additive manufacturing (AM) using a extruding nozzle or
orifice [7], a process which can leverage the alignment
caused by extension [8] but is hampered by a need to
better understand the processability of complex materials
(especially composites) [7,9] and nuanced requirements
on material rheology both during and potentially after dep-
osition/extensional flow (e.g., cements and pastes).

• Application of shear to extensional flow processes for
molecular orientation and crystallinity control: rotating
mandrels in conventional extrusion [10–13] and controlled
application of shear to AM [14,15].

• Systems where extensional flow is generated as a direct
consequence of shear coupling from a moving boundary:
blade spreading/coating applications [16] and lubricant
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flow in bearings [17,18] (lubricants themselves may
contain a variety of additives, including polymers).

• Co-extrusion processes where two or more materials are
extruded together through a die in a layered structure,
recently applied to applications such as fuel cell fabrica-
tion [19–21] and lithium-ion battery separators [22,23].
Relative rheological material properties—both shear and
extension—are critical to the process and final layer thick-
nesses, be they polymers [24–27] or ceramics [28–31].

Many other examples exist, and future materials and pro-
cessing innovations, as well as increasing adoption of com-
putational fluid dynamics, will only make understanding
these complex mixed flows ever more critical. Despite this,
due to the ubiquity of shear rheology (and perhaps the diffi-
culties of extensional investigations), it may be inadvertently
assumed that we can fully characterize the material shear
stress response by imposing only shearing flows, i.e., that
shear stress σ is only a function of the shear rate σ ¼ f ( _γ),
and similarly, η ¼ f ( _γ)—or more fully with time depend-
ency, σ ¼ f ( _γ(t), t)1 and thus, potentially, we may discuss an
“apparent” viscosity (ηapp ¼ f ( _γ(t), t)). Including time
dependency is well signposted by the field of oscillatory rhe-
ometry, but a more thorough treatment could also include the
extension rate ( _ε) such that σ ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t) and
ηapp ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t)—something that cannot be directly
measured on a conventional rheometer. In this paper, we
explicitly show the fallacy of assuming that the shear
response is only f ( _γ(t), t).

Throughout this paper, for our results, we will refer to
shear stresses or an “apparent” shear viscosity, as distinct
from a conventional shear viscosity or shear rheometry, as
we will be dealing with nonsteady and kinematically mixed
flows. We will also refer to a “transient” shear viscosity
(without extension) in difference to our extensional tests, this
should also be regarded as “apparent” in nature. For the liter-
ature review, “viscosity” is used either due to the source or in
a broad meaning of discussing flow resistance.

From theory, assuming that viscosity is a function of the
local, instantaneous velocity gradients, the most basic link
between extensional flow and shear viscosity (strictly, viscos-
ity, in general) exists in the concept of “generalized shear
rate.” This parameter replaces the classical shear rate in the
generalized Newtonian fluid, or GNF models (the power law
and Carreau–Yasuda models being examples), when flows
under consideration are not unidirectional. The coupling of
extension and shear into one parameter arises from the need
to satisfy frame invariance for such flows for which the
second invariant of the instantaneous rate of strain tensor is
instead used [33]. While under pure shear flows, the general-
ized shear rate, as defined in Eq. (1) for a 2D flow field, is
equal to the classical notion of shear rate, this definition is
also sensitive to extension rate. Despite that the generalized
Newtonian fluid model “should be used only for shearing
flows or at least flows, that are very nearly shearing,” it is

also often hastily applied to more complex flows ([33],
pp. 170–171),

_γgr ¼
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This said, more appropriate relations valid under exten-
sion, e.g., the upper-convected Maxwell model under the
steady state (and, thus, the Oldroyd-B model equivalently)
[34], as well as NEMD modeling for a mixed flow field [35],
do also exhibit a dependence: a decrease in shear viscosity
when an additional extensional flow is directed parallel to the
flow direction, and an increase when directed perpendicu-
larly. We also note that empirical models have been proposed
that feature a weighted stress that changes depending on the
proportion of shear and extension present, for example, the
well-known work of Schunk and Scriven, as summarized by
Astarita [36]. While this measure reflects more than just the
shear viscosity response to straining, the flow classifier used
is not inherently sensitive to the direction (for example, sign)
of extension. More recently, Tseng’s suggestion [37] as pre-
sented is also insensitive to the direction.

Experimentally, we know that extensional flows generates
significant alignment and/or extension of anisotropic struc-
tures—e.g., unfurling long polymer chains from their
Gaussian rest state or aligning rodlike particles. This behavior
is paramount to many of the topical examples just given and
is evident in a diverse array of x-ray and neutron scattering
experiments, covering a wide range of practical situations
and materials (reviewed in Bharati et al. [38] and exemplified
by [39–52]). Corresponding orientation flips are typically
observed on transitions from contractions (parallel extension)
to expansions (perpendicular extension). We also know that
liquid crystals display directly measurable anisotropic viscos-
ities when their director is orientated by an external field or
surface condition relative to a shear flow, with shear viscosity
for nematic liquid crystals aligned across a shearing flow
being much greater than when aligned in the flow direction
(see Sec. I of the supplementary material for a mini-review
and notes) [99]. The viscosity without an imposed alignment
lies between these two limits. Thus, it seems reasonable that
flow induced alignment and alignment induced viscosity
effects may be connected. While liquid crystals are not rheo-
logically directly comparable to polymers under flow, we
hypothesize that the orientation, alignment, and extension of
polymers under extensional flow may produce qualitatively
similar shear stress/apparent shear viscosity effects to
nematic liquid crystals with external fields, under both paral-
lel and perpendicular alignment relative to the flow direction.

Here, we experimentally test whether ηapp ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t)
[and by virtue, σ ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t)] by performing apparent
shear viscosity measurements simultaneously and in situ with
the application of controlled, near-constant extension (the fol-
lowing literature examples all contained discrete flow stages).
To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time this has been
achieved, perhaps as the test is rather nontrivial to perform:
extension rates are zero at a solid wall [53], irrespective of
the channel shape, or indeed whether this surface is static or

1Neglecting other environmental factors such as temperature and pressure.
Here, we use the “functional” form of dependences, as highlighted in [32].
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propagating along a channel. This rules out conventional
methods of measuring shear stress. To achieve this, we use a
novel two-phase flow technique, as described in the
Experimental Overview section (Sec. II). This technique is
then used to investigate a model polymer solution in the
Results section (Sec. III). Apparent viscosities measured under
extensional flow are compared to those from a transient shear-
only control experiment in the Discussion section (Sec. IV).
The predictions of some commonly used constitutive models
are finally compared against the experimental results in the
Modeling section (Sec. V). Conclusions are presented in
Sec. VI. The Appendix gives more detail on the methods and
the supplementary material [99] contains additional experi-
mental and validation information, among other things.

The only direct measurement of shear viscosity depending
on extensional flow that we are aware of in literature was
reported by Martin et al. [52], where a Couette cell was
loaded using a 0.5 mm diameter syringe needle, producing
uncontrolled extensional flow. A measurable change in shear
rheology compared to a sample previously sheared in the
Couette cell was reported. The converse has been more
widely studied, where shear is followed by an extensional
test [54–60], investigating extensional viscosity, ηE, as a
function of shear rate [i.e., ηE,app ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t)]. The
limited dependence sometimes seen may be consistent with
alignment from the so-called “strong” extensional flow domi-
nating that from “weak” shear flow [61,62]. One may, there-
fore, expect a stronger dependence when investigating
ηapp ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t). We note the outlook of using the tech-
nique described here for investigating ηE,app ¼ f ( _γ(t), _ε(t), t)
in Sec. II of the supplementary material [99].

Liquid crystals gave us directly controllable and measur-
able evidence that orientation/alignment affects shear viscos-
ity, but few materials can have their orientation imposed
directly. Alternative indirect evidence of shear viscosity
depending on extension-induced alignment would be varia-
tions in velocity profiles (or departures from expected veloc-
ity profiles) in channels that produce extensional flow.
Specifically, as extension rates vary across the channel width,
depending on the velocity profile [53], we expect that a
complex nonlinear coupling exists between the velocity
profile, extension rates, and, thus, the apparent shear viscos-
ity. For suspensions and composites, flow-fiber orientation
coupling with anisotropic viscosities is well known about in
both model development and experimental observation
[63,64], but there is no reason such a coupling should not be
present for systems other than suspensions and, in the case of
polymers, probably more dynamic given their elasticity and
strain rate dependence. Trebbin and co-workers [51] drew the
link between extensional induced alignment and nematic
liquid crystals to explain velocity profile variations of cylin-
drical micelles under extensional flow, with a change to a
pluglike velocity profile being observed in their channel
expansion region.

Stepping back and considering the broader impact on the
field of rheology, the comparison of full field profiles such
as velocity (and, e.g., birefringence) data between experiment
and modeling represents a substantial body of literature
investigations, particularly for complex kinematically mixed

flows, alongside which this work certainly aligns (e.g., Lee
et al. [65]). However, discussions in the literature are often
qualitative, and we recommend modest caution be practiced
in assigning rather “global” phenomena to specific explana-
tions. For example, in contrast to the previous paragraph,
stresses from extensional deformation have also been hypoth-
esized to be the cause of velocity profile changes, certainly
with polymers [66]. Furthermore, a recent publication con-
cerning the Oldroyd-B model [67] discusses how transient
shear might be affecting flow resistance in a variety of situa-
tions—when transient shear is considered in a mixed flow
field, it appears the qualitative aspects map to those that
could also be expected for shear stresses being a function of
the extension rate (noting the extension rate dependence of
the Oldroyd-B model), thus masking that two complimentary
behaviors might be present. We hope that our work might
assist in unpicking the mechanisms involved.

The apparent shear viscosity and velocity profile varia-
tions hypothesized in this work would also have noteworthy
impacts on two areas of experimental rheology. First, they
affect unlubricated extensional experiments, as these rely on
the relation that the total channel pressure drop is the sum
total of that from shear and extensional effects [2] and on
simulation to then subtract the shear contribution (e.g., as
performed in the work of James et al. [68]). Regrettably,
apparent shear viscosity variations would directly impact
shear induced pressure drops, and velocity profile variations
would change the straining rates (extensional, but also shear)
in the flow field from those expected in simulation. In hind-
sight, this makes pressure drop contribution decoupling, and
accurate extensional viscosity measurement, much more chal-
lenging. Second, an obvious implication concerns attempts at
using geometry profiles (e.g., channel tapers, or to some
extent, steps) for in-line shear rheometry, which inadvertently
contain extensional flow(s). Not only are the flows of course
problematically time-transient, the extensional flow may
impact the “shear” rheological data obtained—even if shear
stresses were directly measured via some suitable method,
rather than pressure drops [34].

II. EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

In order to measure shear stress while permitting exten-
sional flow, stratified two-phase flow is adopted. We call this
technique “two-phase shear response (under) extensional
flow,” or ToPSREF.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), an immiscible Newtonian oil flows
above and in contact with a non-Newtonian aqueous test
phase. Using a suitable technique—here, particle image
velocimetry, PIV—the shear rates (defined here as the rate of
change of velocity perpendicular to a streamline) immedi-
ately adjacent the interface are measured in each phase. As
summarized in Fig. 1(d), knowing the shear viscosity of the
oil phase permits determination of the shear stress acting on
that phase. Assuming this stress is continuous across the
interface to the non-Newtonian phase, and knowing the shear
rate of this phase, we can thus calculate the non-Newtonian
phase’s apparent shear viscosity. Imaging is performed at the
center of a (symmetric) flow field to constrain shearing to the
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image plane. As the interface may deform, unlike a solid
shear stress sensing surface, extensional flow can thus occur
at this location. Imaging at several locations down the flow
path permits the extension rate to be determined (the rate of

change of velocity along a streamline) as well as the shear
rate history of a fluid packet.

We note that this is certainly not the first time that two-
phase flow with a reference phase has been used to measure

FIG. 1. Concept and implementation of stratified two-phase flow for determining shear stresses and also apparent shear viscosity within an extensional flow
field (see color online). In this figure, yellow is used to denote the oil; however, the silicone oil used in this work is actually colorless. Conversely, the otherwise
colorless aqueous phase glows blue due to the addition of UV fluorescent dyes. (a) View of the extensional flow channel under flow conditions (dotted white
lines mark profiled walls and dashed colored lines mark the fluid flow direction). The fumed silica coated surface is indicated. (b) A typical vector field
obtained from PIV cross correlation (discussed in the detailed methods in the Appendix). Vectors for an example experimental run, 29 mm upstream from the
contraction apex, are shown overlaid on an image-processed and stacked tracer image (the latter image of the frame pair being shown). Only every 4th vector in
X and Y is shown. The two-phase interface is horizontal across the approximate center of the image. (c) Mechanical diagram of the flow channel with salient
dimensional details. All dimensions are in millimeters. Distance between front and back walls is 8.4 mm, ϵ denotes the Hencky strain. (d) The conceptual
process by which the apparent shear viscosity of the test phase is determined from vector field data such as those shown in (b). (e) Example velocity profiles at
either side of the two-phase interface, for an example experimental run, at 3 mm upstream and 28mm downstream of the contraction apex. Data are processed
and fitted as detailed in Sec. IV of the supplementary material [99]. (f ) Interface velocities vs distance from the contraction apex. The three experimental runs
are shown, together with a fit based on a simple reduction in flow cross-sectional area (gray line). The extension rate corresponding to fit either side of the con-
traction apex is indicated.
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viscosity, albeit via different principles and in simple parallel
channels for conventional shear viscosity measurement
[69–71]. Furthermore, this work aligns to a large body of lit-
erature concerning lubricated extensional experiments (often
mutually using hyperbolic or profiled channels) on relatively
low viscosity fluids through to polymer melts (e.g., [72–78]).
These use lubrication to produce slip in order to mitigate
strong velocity profiles and shear pressure drop contributions
in attempts to measure extensional viscosity rather than the
perhaps “controlled” slip of our reference phase. However,
they are subject to much the same challenges (to differing
degrees) of the multiphase flow structure and experiment
control as present in our setup. PIV is also a commonly used
technique, in general, for analyzing extensional flow fields
[66,77,79–85]; however, for context, this work differs due to
the channel scale chosen and type of illumination. Normally
“μPIV” is used with volume illumination for extensional
experiments and relies on the lens depth of field (DOF) to
select an imaging plane [86]. This work sits between μPIV
and conventional PIV scales, making primary use of the lens
DOF to select the imaging plane and secondary use of selec-
tive illumination to maximize image contrast.

Due to the use of an optical velocity profiling technique
and imaging perpendicularly into the cell, it was necessary
to match the refractive index of the oil and test phases, oth-
erwise refraction, particularly from the curved interface near
the walls, would have made PIV impossible. A planar con-
traction, with flat sidewalls, was similarly necessary.
Alternative configurations to avoid the refractive index
matching requirement were considered, including oblique
imaging [34], but for PIV measurements, perpendicular
imaging proved the only realistic or feasible option.
Silicone oil and a solution of poly(ethylene oxide) in a
water-glycerol solvent mixture (1.2 wt. % 4 × 106 molecular
weight PEO in a 52.88 wt. %glycerol glycerol-water mixture)
achieved this, albeit functioning here as a very specific
model system. Since the interface is now invisible, two
fluorescent dyes were added to the aqueous phase to permit
experimental control and interface location identification, as
well as tracers to both phases for PIV. The moveable
optical system used provided a ∼1.4 × 1.1 mm field of view.
Unlike most PIV studies, we are interested in only a small
region either side of the interface, and not over the entire
width of a channel, even at the smallest extents of the
channel [2.61 mm, see Fig. 1(c)]. For concision, the
Appendix (detailed methods) gives further information on
the PIV setup, solution preparation, and image processing/
velocity determination.

A second challenge is in producing the required laterally
symmetric flow field, with the lower density oil phase
flowing on top of a denser aqueous phase. For any practical
small-scale system, however, surface tension dominates over
gravity and the oil phase would preferentially contact the
channel walls, enveloping a “thread” of the aqueous phase
(especially with a Perspex channel). To mitigate this, an air-
brushed layer of fumed silica on the lower channel wall,
anchored in nail varnish and prewetted with water, served to
create a hydrophilic yet oleophobic surface, and is labeled in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). This pinned the interface location,

producing a controlled stratified flow, free from potential
instabilities such as capillary breakup. The coating remained
stable for at least 6 months even when in contact with the oil
phase. The upper and lower channel walls were Perspex for
ease of fabrication, but glass sidewalls were used as they
appear relatively indifferent to wetting by the separate phases
[69,70], though this was more critical to the prior oblique
imaging attempts to minimize interface curvature. More
information on the surface coating, including demonstration
of the coating effectiveness when applied to a Perspex
channel, is detailed in Hodgkinson [34]. Selective surface
modification requirements lead to a “benchtop,” rather than
microscale channel common with extensional experiments.
Key channel dimensions and parameters are summarized in
Fig. 1(c).

A hyperbolic contraction-expansion was used in this
work, symmetric about the X and Y axes. The two liquid
phases were circulated in separate loops around the experi-
ment by diaphragm pumps with accumulators to remove
pulsation. Adjustment of the flow rates of the two phases
permitted control over the shear and extension rates probed
and optimization of the interface location. Cell outflows
were periodically manually adjusted to keep the interface
in the middle of the channel expansion region. Filled
volume of the whole system was about 1.1 liter of each
phase, permitting appreciable relaxation times before a
fluid packet was recirculated. Despite a few hours of flow
duration and direct phase contacting, total phase cross con-
tamination was on the order of only a few droplets in
either direction (mainly, during start-up and visible as
drops on the aqueous phase reservoir free surface) and not
of rheological concern. The aqueous droplets visible in the
oil phase of Fig. 1(a) were attached to the sidewalls and
were not moving.

We note that in straight pipe flows, it is possible to use
velocity profiles and a single pressure drop measurement to
obtain a rheometric flow curve (e.g., ultrasound velocity
profile plus pressure drop, UVP-PD [87]), and one may con-
sider alternatively applying this technique to monitor shear
stresses or apparent shear viscosity in extensional flows.
Aside from issues with hole pressure errors [33] not cancel-
ling, these type of rheometry measurements rely on a specific
shear stress distribution across the flow field, which for infi-
nite parallel plates (for example) is linear and of the form
dT12/dy ¼ dP/dx [67,88]. However, with extensional flow
also present, dT11/dxþ dT12/dy ¼ dP/dx and thus the shear
stress distribution is unknown and the complex in situ mea-
surements developed here initially appear unavoidable. We
also note that our experimental measures of shear and exten-
sion rates resemble “streamwise” measures in the modeling
literature (e.g., Tseng [37]). Some debate currently surrounds
this [89,90] [R. Poole, private communication (6 October
2021)]. but it is beyond the scope of this paper to fully
discuss it. At the time of writing, we are unsure if a consen-
sus has been or will be reached.

Since our experiment contains a deforming interface, it is
important to highlight the potential effects of interfacial rhe-
ology on our experiment. Detailed consideration is presented
in Sec. III of the supplementary material [99].
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III. RESULTS

Before testing the viscoelastic PEO based solution, a
Newtonian glycerol-water system was first used to consider
the stability of the flow field, develop a shear rate measure-
ment procedure, validate the experiment against an a priori

known viscosity, and, finally, study the symmetry of the flow
field. This process is detailed in the Appendix and Sec. IV of
the supplementary material [99]. The measured shear viscos-
ity of the glycerol-water system was 8.76 mPa s for the
chosen fitting parameters and the known oil phase viscosity,
which compares reasonably with a rheometer measured vis-
cosity in the range of 6.69–7.72 mPa s. Second, as discussed
in Sec. IV of the supplementary material [99], inertial
stresses as fluid changes velocity through the channel do not
appear to impact the shear stress assumptions being made.

Following this, the experiment was drained, cleaned,
dried, and reset with the viscoelastic PEO solution as the
aqueous phase. Flow rates of 2.25 and 4.27 cm3 s−1 for the
aqueous PEO and silicone oil phases were used, respectively,
for producing an interface positioned part way up the edge of
a velocity peak in the silicone oil phase. Three experimental
repeats (runs) with identical flow conditions were performed,
sampling at eight to ten locations along the length of the
channel. The same fluid was used throughout all three runs
due to the difficulties in resetting the experiment, rather than
being replaced with fresh stock solution for each run.
Figure 1(e) shows two example velocity profiles from a run
at 3 mm upstream and 28 mm downstream of the contraction
apex (fitted as described in Sec. IV of the supplementary
material) [99]. The change in the test phase apparent shear
viscosity is clear. Note the lack of velocity discontinuities or
sharp gradients near or across the interface that would be
characteristic of interfacial slip or localized viscosity changes
(e.g., through polymer depletion). Even if they were present,
we only need stress to be continuous across the interface so
long as velocity gradient measurements are not affected, and
the small exclusion margins applied either side of the inter-
face (see Sec. IV A of the supplementary material) [99]
would have assisted in ensuring this.

Figure 1(f ) shows the interface velocity at different dis-
tances from the contraction apex for all three experimental
repeats. In theory, a hyperbolic channel profile should
produce constant rates of extension [74], as characterized by
the velocity gradient. Here, however, aqueous phase rheology
and variations in the associated interface position would be
expected to cause departures from this. In fact, extension
rates in Fig. 1(f ) are very nearly constant. The gray line
shows a best fit based on a reduction in the flow cross-
sectional area, giving extension rates of about +11.5 s−1 in
the contraction and −11.5 s−1 in the expansion regions.
Velocities are also identical from run to run, despite the
experimental runs being performed on different days, giving
confidence in the flow setup repeatability. Total Hencky
strain in the constant extension rate region based on the
geometry [2.104, Fig. 1(c)] is almost equal to that based on
the velocity increase fit [2.096, Fig. 1(f )], which, similarly,
is surprising. An extension rate of 11.5 s−1 corresponds to a
change in velocity across an imaging region of about

16 mm s−1, which, in addition to experimental scatter,
explains the spread of (here, standard deviation filtered) raw
vector velocity values in Fig. 1(e).

Considering the extension rates achieved, the Weissenberg
number (here defined for extension rates, Wi ¼ τ _ε) must be
greater than 0.5 for significant accumulation of macromolec-
ular strain [66]. Oscillatory rheology at 1% strain on the test
solution was limited in accuracy but showed a crossover in
storage and loss moduli at 7.6 Hz (n = 6, SD = 2.6 Hz)
showing the fluid relaxation timescale to be about 0.13 s.
Time temperature superposition was attempted but showed
deviations from the linear data shifts required. Based on this
value Wi ¼ 1:5 for this experiment, satisfying the criteria for
significant macromolecular strain.

Figure 3 shows the apparent shear viscosities of the test
solution as determined by this experiment with the presence
of extensional flow. Viscoelastic systems, however, exhibit
time dependent rheology (for example, stress overshoot in
flow start-up [90]), and a control experiment is now required
with the same shear rates—and same shear history—as in the
extensional experiment, but without extensional flow. To
achieve this, the data in Fig. 1(f ) permitted the aqueous
phase shear rate data to be translated into the time domain
and programed, via fitting to exponentials, into a conven-
tional rheometer (see the detailed methods in the Appendix).
Recreating the exponential shear rate histories is especially
important as exponential shear is considered, like extension,
to be a “strong” flow [91].

Figure 2 shows the time—shear rate data from the exten-
sional experiment (gray points), programed profile (gray
dotted line), and the shear rates as achieved by the rheometer
(black line) for an example experimental run. The contraction
apex corresponds to 120.5 s. The tests were performed based
on the separate shear rate data from each of the three repeats
of the extensional flow experiment, each using an aqueous
phase fluid sample extracted at the end of the corresponding
experimental run. Despite minimal cross contamination, care
was taken to avoid the free surface while extracting these
samples from the associated circulating fluid reservoir of the
experiment. Samples were also gravitationally separated
(manner akin to a separating funnel) between storage and
loading into the rheometer to further avoid introducing any
oil films into the measurement geometry, and the geometry
cleaned with acetone between each test.

To consider the effects of upstream flow history, these
tests incorporated an estimate of the upstream pipework shear
rates in the two different pipe diameters used and the advec-
tion timescale through the entry region of the flow cell.
These are also shown in Fig. 2. Pipe flow lasts from 0 until
108 s and is calculated based on the average shear rate and
residence time across all fluid packets, with both parameters
being weighted by a fluid packet’s contribution to the overall
flow rate. After this, from basic analytical considerations of
the flow cell geometry and assuming that once in the flow
cell a fluid packet remains on the cell centerline, an advection
time of 12.5 s until the contraction apex was estimated, most
of which has near zero shear rate. Additionally, these tran-
sient tests were repeated on a 400 s estimate of the timescale
for a fluid packet to circulate around the flow loop. The
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upstream pipe flow and flow loop circulation history did not
produce a discernible impact on the results. This is expected
as the 12.5 s advection time before a fluid packet reaches the
contraction apex is much longer than the solution relaxation
time previously measured (0.13 s). Conversely, the advection
timescale through the contraction-expansion region (0.5 s in
Fig. 2) gives a Deborah number of 0.26 relative to the relaxa-
tion time of the solution. This suggests history effects are
modestly important for these transient measurements.

The rheometer shear rate oscillations visible in Fig. 2—
particularly after 120.5 s—are due to the rheometer motor
control and could not be improved further with the damping
options available, though the shear stress data were much
more continuous. Using this raw data directly produces an
oscillating value for the fluid “transient” shear viscosity. To
address this, the shear rates achieved by the rheometer were
then subsequently fitted to a rising exponential, flat region,
and falling exponential, as shown with the black dashed
profile, before calculating the “transient” viscosity. This treat-
ment is justified in Sec IV. Due to accumulation of slight
time offset errors during the prior pipe flow steps of the rhe-
ometer program (typically occurring 0.1 s later than desired),
manual time registration of the extensional experiment and
rheometer data was necessary. A compromise was sought

between placing the rheometer shear rate peak at or close to
the contraction apex and best representing the lower shear
rates in the regions upstream and downstream of the apex. It
would be expected, but not necessarily the case, that the
shear rate peak occurred at the contraction apex. This com-
promise results in the peak in the fitted shear rate data occur-
ring slightly before the channel apex in Fig. 2, and, likely,
the similar observable offsets in Figs. 3 and 5.

Unlike in the extensional flow experiment, polymer deple-
tion could be an issue in these transient experiments if it
manifested as a wall slip. If wall slip did occur, this would
serve to reduce the shear stress or viscosity recorded, which
would only reinforce any evidence of parallel extension
reducing apparent shear viscosity. This said, Kang et al. [92]
looked for wall slip with a 2 wt .% 4 × 106 molecular weight
poly(ethylene oxide) aqueous solution via comparing viscos-
ity data from 366 to 150 μm gap acrylic microchannels and
found “no significant difference” between them, and thus
“no distinguishable slip velocity.” They also present data
from a mechanical rheometer with Couette tool sets (material
not stated), which similarly shows no difference to the micro-
channel data, thus covering a wide span of gaps from a
150 μm gap channel where slip effects would be the most
severe (and reasonably appropriate to our 0.5° rheometer
geometry used) up to comparatively large gaps.

IV. DISCUSSION

So far, we have been generally concerned with comparing
the apparent viscosity in the extensional and transient shear
cases; however, we may also compare shear stress directly
for two reasons.

First, apparent viscosity somewhat mitigates for differ-
ences in shear rate profiles between the two experiments, as
visible in Fig. 2, whereas comparing shear stress assumes
perfect shear rate recreation. A viscosity basis thus initially
appears preferable. Here, however, we are dealing with a
transient viscosity, and such terms require careful use (Petrie
[93] underlines this in the context of extensional rheology).
Focusing on the transient shear experiments, transient viscos-
ity only considers the instantaneous shear rate and is mean-
ingful only if shear stresses also changed instantaneously (or,
the system is memory-less). However, the more that stress
depends on memory effects, e.g., with the viscoelastic system
being studied here, the less valid this concept becomes. The
system tends to smooth out shear stress variations against
time (e.g., compare the stresses in Fig. 5 later to the shear
rates in Fig. 2) and sudden rate changes due to rheometer
motor control thus severely influence this transient viscosity
value. To alleviate this, the shear rate fitting detailed previ-
ously provides an inherently smooth representation of the
shear rate to determine viscosity from without issues of
defining some form of moving average or fluid specific
memory function. It also tracks the raw shear rate data well,
in part, as the rheometer was programed with exponential
functions initially. However, this treatment will also cause its
own degree of error, and, thus, neither a stress nor apparent
viscosity comparison basis is perfect.

FIG. 2. Example data of a transient shear control experiment for an experi-
mental run. The upper plot shows the shear history profile used to emulate
the passage of a fluid packet through upstream pipework and the hyperbolic
flow geometry, the lower plot highlights the flow geometry. In the lower
plot, the shear rates from the extensional experiment (gray points) and the
programmed shear profile fitted through them (gray dotted line) are shown,
together with the shear rates subsequently achieved in the transient shear
experiment by the rheometer (black solid line) and, finally, fitted (black
dashed line) for calculating the “transient” viscosity.
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Second, in the extensional experiment, a characteristic
level of velocity scatter means that the determination of low
shear rates, with shallow gradients, is subject to a large
degree of error. This occurs for the aqueous phase at loca-
tions far upstream and downstream of the channel apex [e.g.,
see Fig. 1(e) at 28 mm downstream]. At these locations, a
pair of velocity derivatives are being used to determine the
aqueous phase apparent shear viscosity and thus viscosity
values vary significantly, while errors in stress measure-
ments, based solely on the higher oil phase shear rates,
remain modest (if strictly, it only tends to hide the fact that
the shear rates fitted to program the rheometer in this region
were equivalently scattered). The shear stress representation
thus provides a more stable representation of this data, but
for different reasons compared to the transient shear case.
Fortunately, however, the apparent shear viscosity data are

least scattered at the location of most interest—the channel
apex.

Given this discussion, we herein present data in both
apparent shear viscosity and shear stress depictions.

Data from the extensional and the respective control (tran-
sient shear) experiments are now combined in Fig. 3 (appar-
ent shear viscosity basis) and Fig. S5 of the supplementary
material (shear stress basis) [99]. As previously, 120.5 s cor-
responds to the location of the channel apex. The “stock”
curves are detailed shortly. The runs are aggregated in Fig. 3
for presentation purposes and presented separately in Fig. S5
[99]. For a comparison against the steady-state viscosities or
stresses associated with the shear rates experienced by the
fluid, rather than transient values, consult the Carreau–
Yasuda results in the Modeling section.

First, we consider the experiments in isolation. There is a
definite spread of apparent shear viscosity values in the
extensional experiment data for the reasons stated, the scatter
giving an indication of measurement uncertainty and repro-
ducibility. In both the extensional and transient shear experi-
ments, we see a shear thinning style behavior as expected for
our test solution and as evidenced in Fig. 4. The transient
shear experiment runs vary between each other since they are
using independently fitted rheometer profiles and separately
recovered fluid samples, aside from basic experimental vari-
ability. The dashed line shows a transient test using stock solu-
tion (i.e., never contacted with oil in the extensional
experiment) and using the shear rates from “run 1” of the
extensional experiment. Between this and the three samples
extracted from the extensional flow experiment, there is a
slight apparent viscosity difference throughout the experiment
(reproducible), which may be attributable to solution degrada-
tion as discussed in Sec. VI of the supplementary material
[99]. Beyond this, however, there is no obvious systematic
trend in viscosity between the shear experiment and exten-
sional experiment runs—see Fig. S5 [99]—which would be
indicative of the formation of an optically invisible

FIG. 3. Comparison of aggregated data from the three extensional flow experiments (black points) and their associated transient shear experiments (solid line
with shading to ±1 standard error) on an apparent shear viscosity basis. A transient shear experiment on the stock solution is also plotted (dashed line). The
inset photo is illustrative and does not map to the X axis in any manner except highlighting the apex location. A shear stress basis is presented in Fig. S5 of the
supplementary material [99].

FIG. 4. Experimental steady shear viscosity data for the PEO solution tested
(stock solution) and fits to this data for the Giesekus and Carreau–Yasuda
models. See the text for details regarding differences between how these fits
were conducted/weighted.
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(and particularly, in the case of the transient experiments,
time-stable) two-phase emulsion.

Comparing the extensional and transient shear cases in
Fig. 3, much before 120.375 s, the viscosity values are too
scattered for comments on the effects of extensional flow.
Shear stresses are slightly above the control experiments in
Fig. S5 of the supplementary material [99] but so are the
shear rates (e.g., compare with Fig. 2). Beyond this point,
however, we can see a definite trend of apparent shear vis-
cosity in the presence of extensional flow directed parallel to
the velocity direction dropping below that for the transient
shear experiments. Average viscosity under extensional flow
reaches a minimum at the measurement location before the
contraction apex of 122 vs 319 mPa s for the transient shear
experiments—a 62% reduction and well beyond the level of
experimental errors seen in the verification experiment.
Stresses fall similarly, with a 54% reduction. Section IV A of
the supplementary material [99] explores variations in the
curve fitting process [as originally presented in Fig. 1(e)] to
show that this key result is not an artefact of arbitrary param-
eter choice.

As we pass 120.5 s, we move into the expansion region of
the channel with extension directed perpendicular to the
velocity (and shearing) direction. Elastic stresses will have
become accumulated by this point and likely play a role.
Tolerating the scatter in the extensional flow case, we see a
trend of apparent shear viscosities climbing faster than and
surpassing those in the transient shear case as would be
expected for polymer chains now being aligned across the
shear field. Shear stresses in Fig. S5 [99] give a similar
picture; while a crossover is not present with the data
obtained, a coarse extrapolation suggests that one would
occur. In this region, the rate of apparent viscosity increase is
being driven not just by chain relaxation but by perpendicu-
lar extensional flow; perhaps via augmenting an extended
chain—Gaussian coil—orthogonally extended chain transi-
tion or by revolving a pre-extended chain. Either way, a
crossover time comparable to or shorter than the relaxation
timescale measured by oscillatory shear rheometry previously
(7.6 Hz or 0.13 s) might be expected: here about 0.05 and

0.08 s after the apex for the shear viscosity and shear stress
case, respectively (summarized in Table I). These crossover
delays are, of course, tentative as they are additionally sensi-
tive to the time registration previously described between the
extensional and transient shear experiment datasets.

In the extensional experiments, data points were not col-
lected beyond 50 mm upstream and 28 mm downstream of
the contraction apex. The former is due to distortions from
the inlet manifold presence; the latter due to slow drift of the
interface position via outflow imbalances and the presence of
the aqueous phase swell as visible in Fig. 1(a). With more
data points upstream, extension rates would be lower, and we
would expect to see a convergence of data from the exten-
sional and transient shear experiments. With more data points
downstream, the same would be expected after a continued
increase in apparent shear viscosity under perpendicular
extensional flow.

V. MODELING

To substantiate the implications of this work, we now test
the predictions of the Giesekus and Carreau–Yasuda models
against the experimental data just obtained. This is intended
as an exemplar study given the single experimental system
and condition set studied in our experimental work.

First, the Giesekus model [94] is defined in Eqs. (2)–(5).
We chose this model as it is a commonly used model in the
literature and is applicable to systems beyond the dilute limit
[95,96] (including being applied to high molecular weight
concentrated PEO solutions previously [96]). The Giesekus
model is also capable of capturing both elastic and shear-
thinning behaviors vs other more simple viscoelastic models
such as Oldroyd-B and, certainly, avoids known shortcom-
ings of the Oldroyd-B model in extensional flows in
particular [33]. This said, the Giesekus model is also by

no means the only model that could be considered for com-
parison and is used similarly as an example case here—
addressing the wide range of models available in the litera-
ture is beyond the scope of this paper. We found that a single
modal Giesekus model, in general, failed to fit our data in
the processes herein described, however, the introduction of
a solvent viscosity dramatically improved the quality of the
fit. We have thus incorporated the viscoelastic effects
through an extra-stress tensor,

σ ¼ �PI þ 2ηsDþ τ, (2)

τ þ
αλ

ηp
τ
2
þ λ τ

Δ

¼ 2�η�pD, (3)

τ

Δ

¼ (v:∇) τ � (∇v τ þ τ∇v
T ), (4)

D ¼
1
2
(∇vþ ∇v

T ): (5)

The value σ is the total stress comprising of a Newtonian
component and τ is the extra-stress tensor, which arises due
to non-Newtonian effects. The parameters ηs and ηp are the

TABLE I. Summary and comparison of experimental and modeling
“crossover” times between shear and shear with extension data, together
with relaxation times or associated parameter values.

Data Figure

Plot crossover
time relative
to 120.5 s (s)

Relaxation time
(s)

Experimental—stress S5 ∼0.08 ∼0.13 (osc rheo)
Experimental—viscosity 3 ∼0.05 ∼0.13 (osc rheo)
Giesekus—transient shear
fitted—stress 5(a) 0.043 0.092 (fitted λ)
Giesekus—transient shear
fitted—viscosity S6(a) 0.044 0.092 (fitted λ)
Giesekus—steady shear fitted
—stress 5(b) 0.114 0.24 (fitted λ)
Giesekus—steady shear fitted
—viscosity S6(b) 0.115 0.24 (fitted λ)
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solvent and polymer viscosity, respectively; λ is the relaxa-
tion time; and α is the anisotropy parameter. v denotes the
velocity field, P denotes the pressure, D is the rate of strain
tensor [defined by Eq. (5)], ∇v is the velocity gradient
tensor, I is the identity tensor, and τ

Δ

is the upper-convected
Maxwell derivative defined by Eq. (4).

The velocity field, v, required to solve Eq. (2) is conven-
tionally obtained via the Navier–Stokes equations where the
system involves solving a series of nonlinear partial differen-
tial equations. However, if we impose a velocity field, then
Eq. (2) can be solved along each streamline using the
method of characteristics, which removes the complex
two-way coupling of the velocity field and extra-stress tensor
(however, this may not conserve momentum). As we have
the shear rate and extension rate as function of “travel time”
(in either the extensional or transient shear experiments), we
use a Lagrangian description, which simplifies Eq. (4) into
three ordinary differential Eqs. (6)–(8),

dτ11

dt
¼ �λ�1 τ11 þ

αλ

ηp
(τ211 þ τ212)� 2ηp _ε

� �

þ 2 _ετ11

þ 2 _γτ12, (6)

dτ12

dt
¼ �λ�1 τ12 þ

αλ

ηp
τ12(τ11 þ τ22)– ηp _γ

� �

þ _γτ22, (7)

dτ22

dt
¼ �λ�1 τ22 þ

αλ

ηp
(τ212 þ τ222)þ 2ηp _ε

� �

� 2 _ετ22: (8)

We integrate these equations in MATLAB using the stiff
solver ode15 s. Since experimentally our upstream advection
timescale, 12.5 s, was much longer than the fluid relaxation
time measured, the specified initial conditions for our model
will likely have a negligible effect. We thus assume
Newtonian behavior (i.e., τ ¼ 2ηpD) as an initial stress con-
dition a priori and check this assumption shortly.

In order to obtain the Giesekus model constants—ηs,
ηp, α, and λ—we use the ODE solver to map the predicted
shear stress σ12 from the model onto experimentally mea-
sured shear stress for a particular situation. For this we have
two independent datasets, we can map to the transient shear
stress from the control transient shear experiments and the
steady-state shear stress from a steady shear solution charac-
terization. For simplicity and to avoid complex and subjec-
tive weighting choices, we do not attempt to simultaneously
fit to multiple datasets in this work (which could additionally
include normal stress data, as well as either of the shear
stress datasets) and instead present both our steady and tran-
sient shear fitted cases separately, allowing us to consider
two different yet justified sets of model parameter values.
We used the constrained Nelder–Mead amoeba algorithm to
minimize, via a least-squares approach, the difference
between the predicted shear stress and the experimental shear
stress. Conventionally, in rheometer software, model parame-
ters are fitted via viscosity data—if we used this basis for
fitting to our transient viscosity data specifically, the fit may
be weighted by values away from our key transient dynamics

where transient viscosity values are the lowest and addi-
tionally rely on data where asymptotically low shear rates
are attempting to be imposed by the rheometer. By using
shear stress, the fits are dominated by data around the con-
traction apex region (which is also superficially the loca-
tion of most interest), if at the expense of not capturing
zero shear behavior accurately. The fits can be seen for the
steady shear case in Fig. 4 (dashed black line fitted to thick
gray line) and for run 1 of the transient shear case in
Fig. 5(a) (gray line fitted to black line). The low shear rate
viscosity deviations of the steady shear parameter fit are
evident—in part due to these deviations, we chose to only
fit the model using shear rate data from 0.1 to 100 s−1, the
range of shear rates experienced in the extensional experi-
ments. Zero shear viscosity deviations are similarly evident
in the transient fitted parameters by considering the zero
shear viscosity (ηs þ ηp). In our fitting, we did not attempt
to enforce a solvent viscosity (ηs) as sometimes conducted
in the literature [96]. This was to permit maximum flexibil-
ity in the model to accommodate our unusual transient
source data and shear stress basis (high shear rate weight-
ing). We note that both the fitted solvent viscosities for the
Giesekus model (and the following η

1
Carreau–Yasuda

parameter) are significantly higher than the viscosity of the
glycerol-water solvent used (around 6.6 mPa s); however,
physically PEO is less soluble in glycerol than water and
competition for hydrogen bonding may have altered the
effective solvent composition [97]. The Nelder–Mead
algorithm requires an initial estimate for the parameters,
we used the steady shear parameters as a guess. The tran-
sient shear fitting was performed using shear rate against
time data before shear rate fitting described in Sec. III was
applied, viz., transient viscosity issues discussed previ-
ously. For this approach, since we in fact have three tran-
sient experiment “runs” with two repeats per transient
experiment, we may report average model parameters,
assuming that the fluid is independent between runs (e.g.,
no progressive cross contamination or degradation effects).
This gives values of 0.19 Pa s, 0.42 Pa s, 0.084, and
0.088 s for ηs, ηp, α, and λ, with standard deviations of
0.024 Pa s, 0.040 Pa s, 0.022, and 0.014 s, respectively, for
transient fitted. For the steady shear fitting, we obtained
values of 0.17 Pa s, 0.84 Pa s, 0.032, and 0.24 s, respec-
tively. With regard to λ values, since our fitted relaxation
time is indeed �12:5 s, our Newtonian initial condition
choice is justified. We also see, as summarized in Table I,
that relaxation times from the two fitting routes are in the
same order of magnitude as our oscillatory rheometry
value (and given the discussion in Sec. IV, initially note
both are also longer than the time taken for experimental
viscosity values to “cross over” in the channel expansion
region). In general, with regard to model fitting, a full
parameter space survey was not conducted, and we found
multiple solutions that appeared to give similarly reason-
able appearance fits to the experimental data. As a result,
we cautiously consider these fitted values potentially
somewhat empirical in nature, but adequate for superfi-
cially exploring what behaviors the Giesekus model might
be capable of capturing.
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In order to highlight the comments about the generalized
Newtonian fluid/generalized shear rate description made
earlier in Sec. I, the simpler empirical Carreau–Yasuda
model is now defined in Eq. (9). This model is chosen again
as it is commonly used in engineering. We incorporate the
generalized shear rate definition given earlier in Eq. (1) and
apply values of (@u/@x)2 ¼ (@v/@y)2 ¼ _ε2, @u/@y ¼ _γ, and
@v/@x ¼ 0. This would also be performed with other empiri-
cal models, e.g., power law, and the results here for Carreau–
Yasuda under extension are thus equally pertinent. Model
parameters were obtained from a standard rheometric
shear sweep on the stock solution and curve fitted in the
rheometer TRIOS software (which we understand uses a
least-squares viscosity basis), giving values of η0 = 1.26 Pa s,
η
1
¼ 0:0296 Pa s, K = 0.194 s, a = 1.16, and n = 0.505. The

fit is also presented in Fig. 4 (black line to thick gray line).
For this model, since we are concerned with comparing the
models to the experimental extensional data rather than
between themselves, we evaluate the exponential shear rate
profile previously fitted through extensional experiment data
(i.e., as subsequently programed into the rheometer in the
process outlined in Fig. 2) rather than what the rheometer
achieved for an experimental run under consideration,

η� η
1

η0 � η
1

¼ [1þ (K _γ)a]
n�1
a : (9)

Figure 5 now compares the model predictions of shear
stress with experimental data, with apparent shear viscosity
instead being presented in Fig. S6 of the supplementary

FIG. 5. Comparison of the extensional experiment shear stress data (black points) for all runs and transient shear experiment data (black line) for an example
run to model predictions with and without extension for the Giesekus [panes (a) and (b)] and the Carreau–Yasuda model [pane (c)]. As described in the text,
the solid gray line is fitted to the solid black line in pane (a) to obtain the model parameters, while fitting for parameters in panes (b) and (c) is conducted in
Fig. 4. Apparent shear viscosity plots are presented in Fig. S6 of the supplementary material [99].
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material [99]. For clarity, we focus on data from one example
experimental run (and use the Giesekus model with
least-squares fitting parameters obtained for that run) rather
than averaging data across experiments—the other experi-
mental runs produce similar conclusions. All models are
shown with shear only and shear with ±11.5 s−1 of extension.
Aggregated extensional experiment data points for all three
runs are, however, shown to aid trend identification.

From Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) or S6(a) and S6(b) [99], we can
immediately see that the Giesekus model predicts qualita-
tively the correct response (apparent shear viscosity or shear
stress decrease and increase) with the application of exten-
sional flow. With regard to the location of the crossovers
present in pane (a) or (b), as summarized in Table I, they fall
at times loosely comparable to and either side of the cross-
overs in the experimental stress or apparent viscosity data
and in both cases, they occur at timescales less than their
relaxation time parameters (as equivalently discussed in the
case of the experimental relaxation time in Sec. IV). For the
transient fitted case in pane (a), the model with shear only
fits the transient shear experimental data well, as intended.
With shear and extension, the shear stress (or apparent vis-
cosity) falls by about half of that seen in the experimental
data. Conversely, for the steady shear fitted case in pane (b),
the predicted stresses under transient shear do not agree as
well as previously, but it is surprising to see the stresses
before and the stress peak at the contraction apex align well
with the experimental data, if not the predictions after the
contraction apex. The most surprising outcome is that with
shear and extension, the predicted shear stress or apparent
viscosity values then fall close to the extensional experiment
data attained. We cautiously feel that this may be just a fortu-
itous result of the parameter fitting process in our case,
however. Despite this, between the two sets of fitted parame-
ters used and despite their subjective nature, these results do
show that the Giesekus model is, on the whole, capable of
capturing the degree of apparent shear viscosity dependence
on extensional flow seen in the experimental work
conducted.

In the case of the Carreau–Yasuda model for shear, we
note that, interestingly, shear viscosities in the experimental
transient shear case reach those of the model (i.e., steady
shear); though, due to the complexity of transient behavior,
we refrain from calling this a “limiting value” of viscosity.
The model also shows a surprising amount of correlation
after the apex, at least perhaps helped by the polymer
chain-pre-extension at the preceding higher shear rates.
However, conversely, in the channel contraction region, the
viscosity or stress values do not coincide (thus, underlining
the importance of comparing the extensional experiment data
to a transient shear control experiment and not steady shear).
With regard to the effects of extension, evidently, we see that
the generalized shear rate description is qualitatively incor-
rect, exhibiting only a shear stress (or viscosity) reduction on
application of extension, regardless of the applied direction.
Furthermore, the numerical dominance of high shear rates in
this relation causes the effects of the numerically modest
extension rate to become extremely small at the contraction
apex, in general contrast to the behavior seen in the

experiment. This underlines the statement in the Introduction
that the generalized shear rate description should only be
used for essentially shearing flows, and, once again, we
advocate caution against inadvertently applying it to more
complex scenarios. This is certainly the case for test systems
similar to our polymer solution in perpendicular extension
(expansion) flows.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Flows of complex fluids subjected to mixed deformations
are important in an array of circumstances, yet little is known
about their rheological response under such conditions.

In this work, we gathered supporting literature suggesting
that extensional straining may affect the apparent shear vis-
cosity of a complex fluid when under a kinematicially mixed
flow. An experiment (ToPSREF) was designed capable of
testing this hypothesis, consisting of a mixed flow experi-
ment containing both shear and extension in a controlled
manner, and a control experiment with the same
shear history, but no extension. This experiment was verified
with a Newtonian system before being used to test a model
poly(ethylene) oxide solution in a glycerol-water solvent.

It was found for this viscoelastic model system that exten-
sional flow in a contraction (i.e., directed parallel to the
shearing direction) caused a substantial apparent shear vis-
cosity reduction (62% for the conditions studied here) com-
pared to that under pure shearing flow with the same
time-transient shear rate history. Extensional flow in a subse-
quent expansion (i.e., directed perpendicular to the shearing
direction) caused the apparent shear viscosity to then rise
faster than, and eventually surpass, that under pure shearing
flow. This agrees with how such a system might be hypothe-
sized to behave from literature evidence.

The predictions of the Giesekus constitutive model and
those of the generalized Newtonian fluid/generalized shear
rate definition (here, the Carreau–Yasuda model) were then
contrasted to this experimental data. While the determination
of the Giesekus model parameters by fitting is unavoidably
subjective, we found that the Giesekus model has the ability
to qualitatively and near quantitatively capture the directional
dependence of extensional flow to changes in apparent shear
viscosity for the experimental conditions used and extent of
data points captured. The time point at which apparent vis-
cosity in the extensional case surpasses that in the transient
shear case on exiting a contraction-expansion channel was
also found to be loosely comparable. The generalized shear
rate definition/Carreau–Yasuda model, on the other hand,
does not show any directional dependence on the extension
rate or qualitative agreement to the experimental data and is
especially erroneous in the context of expansion flows. We
reiterate statements in the literature [33] that great caution
should be exercised when applying such relations to complex
engineering flows.

This work studied one test system at one set of experimen-
tal conditions as a proof of concept—the authors hope that
this work will be built on in the future to study a wider range
of materials, solution compositions, and flow conditions
(particularly, Deborah number range) critical to testing
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existing and developing new fluid models. While this work
hypothesized that molecular orientation/flow alignment plays
a crucial role in the apparent shear viscosity variations mea-
sured under extensional flow, no in situ molecular orientation
measurements were conducted: something that future integra-
tion of additional experimental techniques could provide a
tantalizing insight into.
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APPENDIX: DETAILED METHODS

As previously described, the two liquid phases used for the
main work consisted of a silicone oil and a PEO water-
glycerol test solution, carefully matched in refractive index.
Due to this as well as rheological considerations, the experi-
ment was carried out in a temperature-controlled room with
fully enclosed flow system to mitigate evaporation. K type
thermocouples on the inlet and outlet of each phase gave an
average fluid temperature for all experiments of 22.7 ± 0.5 °C.

The silicone oil used (Allcosil 200/50 from J. Allcock &
Sons Ltd, UK) has a Newtonian viscosity of 50.0 mPa s to
within ±2% at 22.7 °C and over a shear rate range of 0.5 to
500 s−1. This was measured on a TA Instruments DHR2 rhe-
ometer with a concentric cylinder geometry (larger viscosity
variations occurring at lower shear rates, possibly due to
instrument sensitivity). Note that off-the-shelf vehicle lubri-
cants should not be used for these experiments, on account of
possible polymeric additives (viscosity index modifiers,
alluded to in Sec. I) and also surfactants, which could create
issues with interfacial rheology (see Sec. III of the supplemen-
tary material) [99]. As for the PEO solution, 1.6 l of 1.2 wt. %
4 × 106 molecular weight PEO (Dow Chemical Company
Polyox WSR-301) in a very close initial estimate of glycerol-
water solvent composition for the refractive index requirement
was prepared by stirring at 60 °C for 4 days in an airlocked
container until fully dissolved and free of visible particulates.
Fine-tuning of the refractive index was then performed via
small amounts of water/glycerol addition (<8 cm3) giving a
final resulting composition of ∼1.2 wt. % 4 × 106 molecular
weight PEO in a 52.88 wt. %glycerol glycerol-water mixture. A
glycerol-water (53.55 wt. %glycerol) solution served as a
Newtonian fluid to validate the experiment. The Newtonian
solution viscosity (22.7 °C, concentric cylinder geometry)
reproducibly varied from 6.69 mPa s at 2.5 s−1 (lowest practi-
cal stress) gradually increasing to 7.72 mPa s at 500 s−1,
though this is a low viscosity to be measuring in a mechanical
rheometer. The nominal viscosity of the PEO glycerol-water
solution used is elaborated in Sec. VI of the supplementary
material [99]. Refractive index matching of these solutions
was performed with an Abbe refractometer operated at the PIV
imaging wavelength of 532 nm and the same ambient tempera-
ture of the flow experiment. The accuracy of the refractive
index matches attained and their effect on spatial accuracy was
tested with the Newtonian system: the effect of sweeping the
fluid interface across a reference grid viewed through the
camera system with a deliberate small, known refractive index
mismatch (larger than that typically achieved) was almost
imperceptible, showing only a 5–10 pixel movement. Note
also that for the viscoelastic system, flow birefringence would
have caused an index shift but this was estimated to be much
smaller than that associated with the errors of the matching
procedure. During preparation of the aqueous solution silver
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coated glass tracer particles were added for PIV velocity
imaging and two dyes for fluid phase visualization: Potters
Industries LLC (USA) SG02S40 (nominal size 2–10 μm, at
0.16 g l−1), “Ebest Rhodamine B” from FastColours LLP, UK
(at 2.5 mg l−1), and “Bestoil Pyranine 01” from FastColours
LLP, UK (at 30mg l−1), respectively. The former dye was
used with a suitable optical filter for identifying the interface
location and slope, while the latter, used with a UV black
light, permitted user observation of the experiment.
Nominally, the same concentration of silver particles was used
in the oil phase, subject to periodic replenishing due to drop
out. The aqueous solution was vacuum degassed in situ once
loaded into the experiment to remove bubbles.

To perform the PIV measurements, a 532 nm Nd:YAG
double-pulsed laser beam was steered along the channel cen-
terline via mirrors to the desired imaging location, the beam
[visible in Fig. 1(a)] being admitted through the upper
curved channel wall. Imaging was conducted through the flat
vertical side walls. A synchronized camera capable of captur-
ing rapid frame pairs (PCO AG, PCO1600, 1600 × 1200
pixels) was used and equipped with a ×10 long working dis-
tance microscope objective (infinity corrected and followed
by the appropriate image forming lens). In situ calibration
with a submerged TEM grid provided a length scale calibra-
tion of 0.889 μm per pixel. The laser beam was steered, and
the camera manually slid to each new imaging location
before being re-registered with one another; all while flow
was running (this complexity restricted the practical number
of data points and experimental scope explored). Distances
from the apex in this work are the sum total of imaging point
to imaging point distances, taking into account slope of the
interface. Interframe times varied with imaging location from
115 to 7.0 μs to maintain appropriate interframe pixel shifts.
Imaging of the interface then of the flow field was done in
stages: several frames of interface imagery, a string of tracer
images, followed by several more frames of interface
imagery to check for progressive interface drift, with optical
filters for fluorescence and laser light together with laser
power being interchanged as appropriate. The video included
in the supplementary material (Video S1.avi) [99] shows this
sequence for an example experimental run, 29 mm upstream
of the contraction apex (viscoelastic test system), with the
delays for file saving and filter interchange omitted. The
video is at 8 Hz (the original imaging speed) and original res-
olution. Both frames in an image pair are shown, the bottom
frame being taken after the top frame and subsequent inter-
frame delay. Contrast has been enhanced in the fluorescence
images for illustration purposes. Note that since only one
frame was needed for the interface/fluorescence imaging,
effort was not made to optimize the intensity of the second
laser pulse for that part of the experiment.

Restrictions on the maximum practical seeding density
and the presence of out-of-focus image artefacts necessitated
image processing and stacking prior to image cross correla-
tion. This was conducted via a program written in LABVIEW:
as described in Hodgkinson [34], a pixel was effectively
excluded if significant brightness was found in a ring sur-
rounding it, making aberrations and out-of-focus particles
disappear (as well as background light). This then permitted

stacking of ∼150–160 frame pairs (8 Hz frame pairs or about
20 s of data) taken at each location. Images were also rotated
and shifted to make the interface horizontal and vertically
centered prior to cross correlation. Cross correlation was per-
formed in PIVview2C (PIVTEC GmbH) to yield vector
fields. 32 (H) × 16 (V) pixel interrogation windows were
used for this horizontal flow field, with 50% overlap, the
grid being refined from an initial size of 64 × 64 pixels. A
range of validation conditions were also applied to the
vectors obtained. The resulting vector field for an example
experimental run 29 mm upstream of the contraction apex is
shown in Fig. 1(b), overlaid on a stacked version of the later
image of the frame pair (this frame, with a more restrictive
illumination spread, dictated the attainable set of vectors).
This particular dataset used a 20.36 μs interframe time,
giving 43.7 mm s−1 per pixel shift.

The stacking of PIV frames being performed necessitated
an extremely stable flow field and interface location. This
was studied in detail via fluorescence images taken with the
Newtonian glycerol-water system. Neglecting viscoelastic
instabilities, the higher velocities and very low viscosity of
the test phase would have made this system the most suscep-
tible to instability and inadequate pumping oscillation
damping. It was found that the worst shift in average inter-
face position between groups of fluorescence images taken
before and after taking tracer images was 32 vertical pixels—
a measure of progressive interface drift and camera wobble
during filter change. The maximum wobble in a group of
fluorescence frames was 20 vertical pixels, an indication of
flow instability or pulsation and comparable to the height of
an interrogation window used (16 pixels). Position instability
in a group of fluorescence images was worst at upstream
locations. This was reduced close to the contraction apex, the
region of most interest, on the account of the relative narrow-
ing of the channel and avoidance of recirculation zones
observed in the inlet region. The viscoelastic fluid system
was found to be similarly stable, with no sign of any addi-
tional forms of instability occurring. This is exemplified by
the supplementary material video, the location being interme-
diate between upstream locations and the channel apex.
Additional general videos of the overall flow field are avail-
able at the references under the “Data Availability” section.

Using the Newtonian water-glycerol system, velocity
profile fitting to these vector fields and the subsequent shear
rate measurement procedure was developed. This is detailed
in Sec. IV of the supplementary material [99]. This system
was then used to validate the experiment before studying the
viscoelastic test system. Comments are also made on the
flow field symmetry.

For the transient shear history recreation experiments, the
DHR2 rheometer was equipped with a cone and plate geome-
try explicitly loaned for these tests, chosen for minimal internal
contributions (anodized aluminum, 0.5°, 60 mm diameter) and
programed to recreate the shear rate histories at 22.7 °C. For a
hyperbolic channel, shear rate variations are expected to be
exponential against time for a Newtonian fluid packet follow-
ing a streamline. Despite the non-Newtonian system investi-
gated here, this profile works reasonably well with the
extensional experiment data. Exponentially fitted shear rates
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(i.e., the gray dotted line in Fig. 2, fitted to the gray data points
shown) were then integrated to strain and programmed using
two exponential functions under the “arbitrary wave” mode in
the DHR2 TRIOS instrument software. Suitable motor control
settings were established by trial and error, and inertial contri-
butions in the raw data from the geometry and spindle were
externally corrected for via a program written in LABVIEW as the
they are not removed in this mode of the TRIOS software
(v4.1.1.33073). These inertial corrections were checked by per-
forming transient tests on a 0.28 Pa s Newtonian oil and with
the geometry rotating in free air, with the correct constant
values of viscosity being returned subject to minor oscillation.
Inertia corrected data were then fitted as described in the
Results section for viscosity oscillation mitigation. In hindsight,
as this is a drag-cup motor instrument, programing in terms of
stress might have alleviated some of the motor control issues,
but at the expense of a potentially worse fit when determining
the shear stress profile for rheometer programing.

More details on many aspects of the method, including
the design and construction of the experimental setup, can be
found in Hodgkinson [34].
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